WEST BENGAL BOARD OF MARRASAH EDUCATION
ASSIGNMENT FOR ENGLISH (HIGH MADRASAH )
CLASS X (BLISS)
Assignment 1 :
Answer the following question.
1) Write briefly what moral lesson do you learn from the conversation between the squirrel and the mountain in the
poem fable
2) Briefly write what was the impact of Gandhiji’s death in the narrator Nayantara Sehgal ? Also make a list of the words
which describes the narrators condition after Bapu’s death from the lesson ‘The Passing away of Bapu’ .
3) Write a short note on Mr.Samuel as described by Swaminathan in the text ‘Father’s help’.
Assignment 2
Comprehension
Read the following passage and answer the questions as directed.
New Delhi:- India on Tuesday restricted any further entry of Chinese or china resident foreigners into the country and
said it was monitoring nearly 4000 people in home quarantine centers and hospitals to guard against novel corona virus.
The Indian Embassy in Beijing said existing visas would no longer be valid but clarified that intending visitors with
Compelling reasons to travel to India should contact the Embassy or India’s consulates in Guanghou or Shanghai.
1.State whether the statements are true or false
a. India allowed Chinese into country
b. Country monitored neat 4000 people
c. The restriction came on after Tuesday
2. Why did India start to monitor?
Ans:
3. Find the words which are in the paragraph
(I) make limitation
(II)inhabitant
(III) a person who belongs to other country

Assignment 3
Grammar and Vocabulary
1.Gandhiji had been shot on his way to prayer meeting.(Make it active voice)
2. There was an unnatural silence.(make it complex)
3.The people was to stunned to speak(Omit too and rewrite the sentence)
4. They did not make a sound (make it affirmative)
5. There was silence in the room.(use adjective form of the underlined word and rewrite the sentence)
6. Breathed his last.( give its meaning in a single word)
7. They would be allowed to see Gandhiji.(make it negative)
8. It was announced (rewrite the sentence using suffix ‘ment’)
Writing Skills
9.Suppose you are the secretary of a cultural Club of your locality now write a notice informing the members not to
organise any social gathering to maintain social distancing to avoid Corona Virus.

STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED TO COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMNET.
YOU WILL SUBMIT IT TO YOUR CLASS TEACHER WHEN MADRASAH WILL OPEN.
STAY HOME STAY SAFE
ABIDE BY THE GUIDE LINES OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT

